STRONGER THAN EVER

Nautilus
XPLOAD

®

TM

Barriers: Zero. Performance: Amazing.
During any exercise, an individual’s strength varies at different points.
Other machines don’t address this strength curve - instead, the
weight remains constant from beginning to end. This can limit muscle
recruitment and overall performance.
™

Enter Optimal Strength Curve Technology. Driven by our four-bar
linkage system, cam design, or a combination of both, this unique
technology dynamically matches the body’s potential increases
®
and decreases in strength. Nautilus XPLoad equipment users get
immediate, smooth resistance and proper muscle loading through the
complete range of motion leading to unprecedented results.

Follows the Body’s
Every Move
Rugged, yet easy to use,
each XPLoad machine
correctly addresses the
strength curve of the
body part it’s designed
to train.
®

And the durability is
unmatched, thanks
to the 11-gauge steel
frames and industrialgrade materials. For
convenience, weight
plates are loaded low
to the ground.
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www.nautiluscommercial.com

Low Loading Plates

Our plate-loaded line
combines the smooth
feel of free weight
equipment with the
controlled biomechanical
movement of a machine.

Nautilus XPLoad designed to provide the
safest, most comfortable and functional
plate-loaded training experience.
®

• Machines feature loading points that
are low to the ground. No lifting plates
to chest or eye level, thus helping to
avoid the number one cause of gym
injuries - dropped weights
• Integrated plate storage is standard
with smaller diameter, solid steel bars
to make it easier and safer to remove/
replace plates
• Upper body units feature independent
movement arms and pressing
movements with biomechanically
correct converging motion
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This technology
provides complete
and independent arm
movement, enabling a
natural, user-defined
path of motion

• Pressing motions feature both neutral
and pronated grips for more exercise
options and accommodation to certain
pathologies

Optimal Strength
Curve Technology

• Padded oversized grips make pressing
exercises less stressful to the wrists

Ensures smooth resistance
and proper muscle loading
through the entire movement

• Smaller grips for pulling exercises
for greater comfort when using
heavy resistance
• Smooth and proper resistance through
the full range of motion with Optimal
Strength Curve Technology™ for
increased results
• Non-intimidating design that fits and
works for everyone, not just athletes

TM

Equal to or greater than
selected weight
Less than selected weight

Converging Press Arms The Correct Way to
Work Out
Instead of forcing users to follow an
incorrect path of motion, Nautilus
®
XPLoad equipment provides a proper
movement path. The independent
converging press arms also ensure
greater rotation in the shoulder joint
for greater muscle contraction.
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Nautilus
XPLOAD

®

Upper Body
VERTICAL CHEST P3VC
Allows for superior pec
development. This machine offers
multiple handle positions and
converging arm movement.

Dimensions:
58” L x 56” W x 72” H
148 L x 143 W x 183 H cm

Upper Body
OVERHEAD PRESS P3OP
Develops the deltoids from
a more shoulder-friendly
workout platform.
The adjustable seat and
multiple handle positions
accommodate the needs
of any user. Also features
converging arm movement.

Dimensions:
58” L x 59” W x 57” H
148 L x 151 W x 145 H cm
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Our upper-body equipment offers
an intense - and biomechanically
correct - workout. The patented
four-bar linkage system ensures
proper resistance through the
entire range of motion, and
guides the user’s movement.

Upper Body
INCLINE PRESS P3IP
The adjustable back pad
allows for a variety of starting
positions at a 35° angle.
Features multiple handle
motions and converging
arm movement.

Dimensions:
67” L x 56” W x 51” H
170 L x 142 W x 130 H cm

Upper Body
COMPOUND ROW P3CR
The arms provide additional user-defined paths
of motion, and the rotating handles follow the
body’s natural movement. To ensure stability,
the foot platforms are oversized.
Dimensions:
92” L x 48” W x 40” H
234 L x 122 W x 101 H cm

Upper Body
TRICEPS EXTENSION P3TE
This machine features a
raised-arm design for
more targeted workouts
and optimal muscle
stretch. Users can work
arms together
or separately.
Dimensions:
35” L x 69” W x 61” H
88 L x 175 W x 154 H cm

Upper Body
LAT PULLDOWN P3LATP
This machine’s design helps
reduce shoulder stress. The arms
offer multiple user-defined paths
of motion, and the handles rotate
for a more natural feel.
Dimensions: 
81” L x 59” W x 91” H
206 L x 151 W x 232 H cm

Upper Body
SEATED DIP P3SD
Effectively works the triceps, chest and
shoulders. The walk-in design makes entry
and exit easy.

Dimensions:
52” L x 69” W x 42” H
133 L x 176 W x 108 H cm

Upper Body
BICEPS CURL P3BC
The raised-arm design
ensures maximum muscle
contraction. Users can
work arms together or
separately.
Dimensions:
43” L x 69” W x 62” H
110 L x 174 W x 157 H cm

EZ-Glide™ seats
accommodate
any user with a
quick, simple
adjustment

Ergo Grip technology
provides complete
and independent
arm movement,
enabling a natural,
user-defined path
of motion

Small grips for
pulling exercises
make heavy loads
more comfortable

Oversized, padded
hand grips make
pressing exercises
more comfortable
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Nautilus
XPLOAD

®

Upper Body
T-BAR ROW P3TBR
The T-Bar Row machine has a wide foot
platform with a non-skid surface. The
weight is strategically located to
provide a complementary strength
curve. Dead lifts can also
be performed on
this machine.

Upper Body
FOUR-WAY NECK MACHINE P3FWN
The face pad swivels to
maintain proper alignment
during flexion and extension
exercises. Strengthening the
neck is essential in reducing
injuries for athletes.
Four grip bars for
left and right lateral
flexion and extension
movements.

Dimensions:
68” L x 33” W x 44” H
172 L x 84 W x 111 H cm

Dimensions:
49” L x 62” W x 61” H
125 L x 157 W x 154 H cm

Lower Body

Lower Body

PRONE LEG CURL P3LCP
The bench pad keeps the hips raised to ensure
full hamstring contraction.

Dimensions:
77” L x 44” W x 31” H
195 L x 113 W x 78 H cm
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Our exclusive four-bar linkage system
provides the proper strength curve and
a complete range of motion - offering
your members a more effective lowerbody workout. The back pads, seats
and roller pads are fully adjustable,
accommodating a wide range of users.

SEATED CALF P3SC
The unique, diamond-plate foot
platform helps prevent users’ feet
from slipping, regardless of their
workout position.

Dimensions: 
60” L x 30” W x 42” H
152 L x 77 W x 106 H cm

Lower Body
LEG EXTENSION P3LE
The angled seat is designed to fully isolate the
quads, while the arm handles help prevent the
body from twisting.
Dimensions:
74” L x 46” W x 53” H
189 L x 116 W x 134 H cm

Lower Body
GLUTE-HAM P3GH
The adjustable foot support adjusts both
vertically and horizontally. Horizontal
position can be adjusted with foot while
on the machine. Vertical adjustment is in
a curved path to match the legs swing
of the user. Easy entry and
can be used as a reverse
hyper extension.

Dimensions:
66” L x 52” W x 58” H
168 L x 131 W x 147 H cm

Lower Body

Lower Body

LEG PRESS P3LP

45 DEGREE LEG SLED P345LS

The four-bar linkage design articulates
with the knees to reduce knee shear. An
extra-wide foot platform allows users to
vary the position of their feet to emphasize
different muscles.

Features a 45° angle and an extra-wide
foot platform which is positioned to
reduce knee stress. An emergency
stop feature provides added safety.

Dimensions:
108” L x 69” W x 57” H
275 L x 174 W x 144 H cm

Dimensions:
90” L x 62” W x 56” H
229 L x 156 W x 143 H cm

Lower Body
Low Loading
Plates
One of the many benefits
of XPLoad equipment
is low-to-ground weight
horns - which make
loading and unloading
plates easier *plates not included
®

DEADLIFT/SHRUG P3DLS
This dual-purpose machine
features adjustable
handles, enabling a
variety of starting
positions. The walk-in
design allows for easy
entry and exit.

Dimensions:
71” L x 61” W x 46” H
181 L x 154 W x 117 H cm
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Color
Options

Frame:

Nautilus brand fitness
equipment frames are
available in four standard
colors.

white

industrial
silver

powerhouse
granite

black

®

Our marine-grade
upholstery is built to
withstand rigorous use,
and is available in twelve
different standard colors.

Upholstery:
(Due to the nature of the printing
process, texture and colors are
approximate.)

Custom colors are
available on request.
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allspice

azure

black
cherry

charcoal
gray

forest
green

gray

lollipop

outback

jade

lapis
blue

purple
reign

slate
black

STRONGER THAN EVER

TM

For more information about Nautilus Commercial
Products, please visit:
®

www.nautiluscommercial.com
or call
USA 1.800.874.8941
International +1.276.773.2881
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In the interest of product development and improvement, specifications subject to change without notice.

FOR
FORYOUR
YOURPROTECTION,
PROTECTION,
THIS
THISEQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENTHAS
HAS
BEEN
BEENTREATED
TREATEDWITH
WITH
mPale
mPale ANTIMICROBIAL.
ANTIMICROBIAL.
TM
TM

www.mpactusa.com
www.mpactusa.com
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